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and Ganumedes on the great bronze gates of St. Peter's.
Messer Lorenzo Ghiberti modelled the marvellous doors of
the Baptistry. Messer Simone Fiorentino (detto Dona-
tello) placed, on the north wall of Orsanmichele, his
superb St. George in marble; and cast in bronze for Duke
Cosmo the nitid David of the Bargello. Tommasco di Set
Giovanni degli Scheggia, called Masaccio (great hulking
Tom), painted St. Peter and St. Paul raising the dead,
with the skill which he learned from Tommaso di Cristo-
foro Fini, called Masolino (pretty little Tom). Paolo
Doni, nicknamed Uccello (Bird), put birds into his pic-
tures according to his wont. The Blessed Giovangelico da
Fiesole filled triptychs with his visions of the angelic
hierarchy. Fra Filippo Lippi painted the St. Gabriel Arch-
angel with the argus-eyed wings in an admirable Annuncia-
tion. Petrarch and Boccaccio hunted convents, abbeys, and
museums of Byzantium for codices. Messer Poggio Brac-
ciolini discovered manuscripts of Lucretius Carus, of
Vitruvius, of Quinctillian, and Cicero's Oration For Cae-
dna. "No severity of winter cold, no snow, no length of
journey, no roughness of road, prevented him from bring-
ing the monuments of antiquity to light," says Francesco
Barbaro. Nor did he hesitate to steal, when theft seemed
necessary to secure a precious codex. Three pupils of
Manuel Chrysoloras won renown beyond all competitors
in the distinguished race: Giovanni Aurispa collected no
fewer than two hundred and thirty-eight valuable manu*
scripts-of antiquity; Guarino da Verona and Francesco
Filelfo came back laden from Byzantium,
Drunk with the joy of the new learning, Italy failed to
perceive the true inwardness of her acquisitions. She was
blind to the peril which they most surely portended.
But Rome saw. And, during many years, Rome had lifted
up her voice and cried aloud that Italy enjoyed these acces-
sions to her treasure only because Byzantium was no longer
a safe repository for them. During many decades, Rome

